MYCarriersTMS
APPLICATION
A Web-based management system to seamlessly
connect shippers with freight carriers.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
MyCarriers TMS, a startup based in Arizona, was founded in 2017 by logistics professionals. The idea
behind My Carriers TMS is to launch a web-based solution to work as an integrated carrier portal
providing its users with a direct touch to approved carriers. Instead of being tied to long-term contracts
or intermediaries, MyCarriers TMS users can manage offers from multiple carriers within a single
platform—saving both their time and resources.
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TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
Realizing that fusing an API can bring a remarkable
competitive edge, it was decided to integrate project44 API
into MyCarriers TMS. However, when the core functions
had been developed and the time for integration with API
came, project44 was still under development. With the version
of API that was half-baked, it was a challenge for IT Craft
team to ensure software development consistency.
Despite the necessity to edit the source code each time
project44 API offered updates responding to problem reports,
and with the release of the API final version too close
to the beta date of MyCarriers TMS, IT Craft team still
managed to hit the promised deadline.
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PROJECT WORKFLOW
To keep pace with the timeline, the development team communicated with the client daily. Due to nine
hours’ time difference, it was a morning call for the client and an evening call for the developers enabling
them to discuss the day’s accomplished tasks and plan activities for the next day.The use of Jira enabled
them to track how each sprint was going and get a complete overview of the development process and
be able to plan sprints more accurately.
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RESULT
The development started in April 2017. IT Craft
team showed sustainable progress on code
development.
As result, the web app for MyCarriersTMS was
launched in October 2017, enabling MyCarriers TMS
team to sign an agreement with big carriers like
Averitt and Saia.
The client received an integrated carrier portal
providing its users with tooling to plan, coordinate,
and track shipment. As planned, the app makes
it possible to analyze and compare different offers while deciding upon the best deal in terms of price,
service standard, and delivery date.
IT Craft team continues working on it to expand functionality and scale the system.
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“I highly recommend IT Craft. They’ve been great to work with. They have strong capability,
and they’ve really met all our expectations.”

Chris Scheid

MyCarrier TMS Co-founder

USA: 833-482-7238 (toll free)
Canada: 833-482-7238 (toll free)
Germany: +49-(0)-30-206-735-34

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
AS A SERVICE
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